Element AI Knowledge Scout is an AI-powered product that enables decision-making by giving employees faster access to the information they need to tackle complex problems. As the product learns from user behaviour and improves its recommendations over time, tacit knowledge that’s typically lost with employee turnover is captured and shared across the organization.

Benefits

- Reduce time and effort spent on information retrieval and analysis
- Mitigate the difficulty of integrating data from diverse systems
- Accelerate knowledge transfer between employees
- Benefit from a tool that grows and expands with an organization’s use cases
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Turning data into knowledge for empowered decision-making

Intuitive User Interaction
Easy-to-use interface that allows users to ask questions in simple, plain language and returns responses based on the system's analysis of both structured and unstructured data

Contextual Search Results
AI automatically pulls information from similar contexts and solutions to accelerate problem resolution

User Feedback Learning
As users bookmark their search results, the AI captures relationships users make between different pieces of information, allowing it to build a repository of tacit institutional knowledge

Expandable Platform
Allows for easy scalability by seamlessly connecting to new query-answering plugins and modules

Your end-to-end partner for AI transformation.
Get started today.

- **Advisory Services**: Helping your business implement or productize AI from strategy to deployment
- **Technical Enablement**: Ensuring that your data and technical infrastructure is ready to adopt AI at scale
- **Product Delivery**: Helping you integrate and scale products through flexible deployment models (public cloud, private cloud) and change management
- **Support and Customer Success**: Ensuring you receive ongoing support and the latest model learnings and developments
- **Continuous Improvement**: Element AI OS, our delivery and operating architecture, houses all of the different tools and building blocks used to craft, deploy and optimize AI solutions for enterprise